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Cold ions of plasmaspheric origin have been observed to abundantly appear in the magnetospheric side of
the Earth’s magnetopause. These cold ions could affect the magnetic reconnection processes at the mag-
netopause by changing the Alfvén velocity and the reconnection rate, while they could also be heated in
the reconnection layer during the ongoing reconnections. We report in situ observations from a partially
crossing of a reconnection layer near the subsolar magnetopause. During this crossing, step-like acceler-
ating processes of the cold ions were clearly observed, suggesting that the inflow cold ions may be sep-
arately accelerated by the rotation discontinuity and slow shock inside the reconnection layer.

� 2018 Science China Press. Published by Elsevier B.V. and Science China Press. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction the magnetic merging line) during periods of ongoing or intermit-
Cold ions (few eV) of plasmaspheric origin are often observed in
the outer magnetosphere and the magnetospheric side of magne-
topause, which are in the form of drainage plumes mainly driven
there by convection electric field during the high geomagnetic
activity [1–7], and are carried there by plasmaspheric wind via
combinational consequence of corotation and convection electric
field during quiet geomagnetic activity [6–11]. Cold ions from
the polar ionosphere can also directly reach the dayside magne-
topause along the magnetic field lines via outflow [12]. When
the cold ions reach the dayside magnetopause, they may be
involved in, and influenced by, magnetic reconnection in the mag-
netopause current sheet [5,13–17]. On reaching the magnetopause,
it has long been thought to be lost to interplanetary space as the
field lines are opened by reconnection [13,18–22].

The operation of MR is expected to result in a reconnection
layer with characteristic ion and electron diffusion regions and
an X-line of the central, null (zero) field and associated bundles
of reconnected flux (flux tubes, moving in predictable ways from
Elsevier B.V. and Science China Pr
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tent reconnection [23–27]. Previous theories and simulations pre-
dicted that there are several boundaries within the reconnection
layer, which can accelerate the ions at the associated area
[28,29]. Different models, however, predicted different boundaries
[28,29]. In the ideal MHD simulation, rotational discontinuities
(RD), slow shocks or slow expansion fan (SS/SEF), and contact dis-
continuity (CD) are present in the reconnection layer [28], while in
the hybrid simulation, the contact discontinuity cannot be identi-
fied due to the mixing of ions from the magnetosheath and magne-
tosphere, and slow shocks and slow expansion waves are modified
[29]. At the magnetopause, the Alfvén wave is an intermediate
wave or shock and transmitted through RD, thus, people often talk
about RD and Alfvén wave together [30]. Observations confirmed
the existence of the RDs and SS/SEF [31,32]. Recent laboratory
experiments and particle-in-cell simulations also suggested that
the Hall effects can produce a strong electric field in the reconnec-
tion plane that is strongest across the separatrices, which separates
the incoming field line region from the exhaust of reconnected
field lines [33,34]. Dipolarization fronts and flux ropes in the recon-
nection region of the magnetotail can also accelerate the particles,
especially the electrons [35–39]. Clear separated acceleration sig-
natures are difficult, despite recent access to multi-point sampling
ess. All rights reserved.
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on small and meso-scale, owing to the fact that most of the
encounters are highly dynamic. We report here one of the first,
clear partial transitions through a reconnection layer near the sub-
solar magnetopause, which shows clear accelerations of the cold
ions in the reconnection layer.
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Fig. 1. Data from 17 January 2013. (a) The interplanetary magnetic field X, Z and Y comp
showing total electron content mapped from the noon meridian to the equatorial plane u
magnetopause position from a different model [42] and the blue line the path of THEMIS
position in XZGSE and XYGSE plane (GSE is geocentric solar ecliptic coordinate system).
2. Observations and results

Fig. 1 summarizes conditions on 17 January 2013, where the
IMF and solar wind data come from the NASA OMNIWeb and has
been shifted 5 min from the nose of bow shock to the subsolar day-
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onents (in the GSM frame). (b) The solar wind dynamic pressure PSW. (c) A keogram
sing the Tsyganenko T96 model [41], as a function of time. The black line shows the
-E. (d) and (e) The orbit tracks of THEMIS-E relative to the modelled magnetopause
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side magnetopause. The IMF was steadily southward after 17:00
UT (Bz � �10 nT), the solar wind dynamic pressure was initially
typical (PSW � 5 nPa) but then fell to unusually low values (�0.1
nPa) (Fig. 1a and b). We have projected polar maps of ionospheric
total electron content into the equatorial plane using the same pro-
cedure as in Walsh et al. [40] (except a more adaptive magnetic
field model [41] and magnetopause model [42] were used – see
supplementary materials). This procedure has been used to com-
pare the storm enhanced density (SED) plumes identified at low
altitudes GPS total electron content (TEC) map with the plasmas-
pheric drainage plume determined by EUV imaging from the
IMAGE spacecraft [43], and with the in situ plasma observations
by THEMIS (Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions
during Substorms mission [44]) satellites [40], which indicated
that SED plumes are associated with the erosion of the outer plas-
masphere (plasmaspheric plume) by strong sub-auroral polariza-
tion stream (SAPS) electric fields [43,45]. Fig. 1(c) is a keogram of
the mapped TEC from the noon meridian as a function of time.
Early in the time period, the high-density plasma plume from the
dusk plasmasphere contacted the near-noon magnetopause but
this was not the case later in the period (see also extended data
in supplementary materials). The blue line in Fig. 1(c) is the
inbound pass of spacecraft E of the THEMIS mission, which was
close to the noon-midnight meridian and subsolar region
(Fig. 1d and e). The mapping used in Walsh et al. [40] assumed that
density variations in the topside ionosphere form fully field-
aligned structures that map all the way to the equatorial plane. If
this assumption is valid, THEMIS-E should have detected iono-
spheric plasma just inside the magnetopause during this pass.
Fig. 2 not only confirms that this was the case, it tells us about
the subsequent evolution of this plasma.

THEMIS-E first encountered energetic magnetospheric ions
(Fig. 2e at energy E � 104 eV) around 18:17:50 UT and the magne-
tosheath current sheet at 18:21:50 UT (Fig. 2a) when BL turns pos-
itive and the bipolar FTE signature in BN is seen [40]. What we
identify as accelerated ionospheric ions (see below) were first seen
at 18:22:30 (Fig. 2e at E < 100 eV) causing the ion density Ni to be
larger than even in the magnetosheath (Fig. 2b). Later, (18:28:30–
18:29:50, 18:36:10–18:38:10 and 18:46:50–18:47:50 UT) periods
of closed field lines deep in the plasmasheet (where ion tempera-
ture Ti is high and Ni low) were encountered, readily identified in
Fig. 2(b) and (c). Between the first two of these periods the satellite
returned to the reconnection layer (the regions between the two
separatrices of the reconnection) and observed a variable mixture
of magnetosheath and magnetospheric plasma, however between
the second two, the spacecraft remained in the magnetosphere
and saw un-accelerated ionospheric ions (E < 20 eV in Fig. 2e),
which caused Ni to rise but Ti to fall without any sheath plasma
being present. Thus THEMIS-E was seeing the arrival of the low
energy plasma as Fig. 1(c) predicts it should.

There are some small intervals in these data that prove the
putative ionospheric plasma in the reconnection layer does indeed
come from the unaccelerated population seen in the outer magne-
tosphere. The first of these was a brief entry into an accelerated
flow region near 18:30 UT (when VL briefly reached 180 km s�1),
the second around 18:38:35 UT (when Fig. 2d shows VL reached
100 km s�1). Fig. 2(g)–(l) concentrates on the second of these
events. At 18:35:35 UT, THEMIS-E observed a sharp transition from
magnetosheath-dominated to magnetosphere-dominated plasma
(Fig. 2k and Fig. 2l). There is no current sheet but a weak indication
of accelerated flow in VL. After this, the ionospheric component was
seen at E < 20 eV but then weakened. The persistent negative VN

component (roughly approximate VX in GSM coordinates, Fig. 2j)
reveals that this was caused by inward motion of the magne-
topause. At 18:37:30 UT, VN was further negative, and this in-out
motion of the magnetopause briefly returned the satellite to the
reconnection layer. Fig. 2(g) shows that the satellite crossed the
current sheet twice (characterized by BL components change the
sign twice around 18:38:00 UT) with a strong guide field (BM com-
ponent). Fig. 2(k) shows that low-energy ionospheric plasma was
step-like accelerated up to about 80 eV and shows a reverse ‘‘U”
type structure with steps around 18:38:30 UT before the sequence
was reversed on the way out of the event. The accelerated flow had
a peak magnitude of VL � 100 km s�1 which corresponds to 63 eV
energy for protons and hence the observed energy is consistent
with the derived velocity moment (which assumes the ions
detected were protons). The continuous energy increase on the
way into and decrease on the way out of this event proves that
the lower-energy ions in the accelerated flow region came from
the ionospheric population seen in the magnetosphere near the
magnetopause. The lack of any such dispersion for the higher
energy ions seen during the event (E � 500 eV) shows they came
from the magnetosheath due to the reconnection. The magne-
tosheath ions reached the spacecraft at about 18:38:27 UT (ion
edge) and disappeared after about 18:38:45 UT (ion edge). The
electron edge, first observation of magnetosheath electrons, is
observed at about 18:38:24 UT and 18:39:24 UT, which was
referred as the separatrix of the reconnection layer [46,47]. It is
worth noting that the time duration between the latter electron
and ion edges encountering was much longer than the former ones,
which may be because the reconnection layer was slow down (the
ion velocity clearly decreased (Fig. 2j)) and made THEMIS E stay
much longer between the latter electron and ion edges.
3. Discussions

Fig. 2(k) shows a reverse ‘‘U” type structure with steps for the
low-energy ionospheric plasma around 18:38:30 UT. What hap-
pened there when the spacecraft crossed the magnetopause
boundary? Vaivads et al. [46] suggested that there is an Alfvén
edge or RD between the electron and ion edges on the mangeto-
spheric side of the current sheet. From Fig. 2, we have identified
two electron edges at about 18:38:24 and 18:39:24 UT, and two
ion edges at about 18:38:27 and 18:38:45 UT, respectively. If there
is RD between electron and ion edges, we should observe clear
rotations of the magnetic field when the spacecraft crossed the
RD. We have plotted the 3D magnetic field vectors along the orbit
tracks of THEMIS E for the interval of 18:38:00–18:39:30 UT
(Fig. 3a). From Fig. 3(a), we can find the magnetic field was main
in northward at the beginning, but started to rotate earthward
and duskward at about 18:38:25 UT, and then gradually rotated
back from about 18:38:33 UT. These rotations of the magnetic field
suggested there are RDs during this crossing. We also have per-
formed a Walén test for the interval of 18:38:19–18:39:35 UT
and found there is a good de-Hoffman-Teller (HT) frame for this
reconnection layer with a velocity (VHT) of 278.16 km s�1 and
[�0.49, �0.01, 0.87] in GSE coordinates and a well Walén relation
with a slope of 0.98 between the Alfvén velocity and the residual
plasma velocity in the HT frame (Fig. 3b). These suggest that there
was an RD at the magnetospheric side of the reconnection layer
indeed. Ideal MHD simulation suggested that the ratio of upstream
and downstream magnetic field can be used to identify that the
discontinuity is a slow shock or slow expansion fan by using the
following equation [28,31].

g ¼ ðBt2=Bt1Þ ¼ f1þ bð1� P2=P1Þg1=2;
where Bt is the discontinuity tangential magnetic field and P is par-
ticle pressure, and subscripts 1 and 2 represent to upstream and
downstream of the discontinuity. For a slow shock (SS), g < 1, and
for a slow expansion fan, g > 1, [28,31]. In our case, the P1 is about
0.02 nPa and P2 is about 0.14 nPa, and the mean plasma
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b ¼ 2Pl0=B
2 � 0:13, which gives g � 0:47 and suggests this discon-

tinuity is a slow shock. The basic characteristics of slow shocks are
that the magnetic fields are refracted towards the shock normal
with a decrease of their tangential component and total strength
when the shock front passed them [28,48]. In our case, the magnetic
field was refracted towards shock normal which is roughly
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antiparallel to the boundary normal n due to the magnetopause
inward motion during the interval of interest, and the trangential
component (roughly BL) and total strength of the magnetic field
all decreased (Figs. 2 and 3a). Thus, these calculations and observa-
tions suggest that there were RD and SS been observed indeed when
THEMIS E partially crossed the reconnection layer. These are consis-
tent with the time elapsed since reconnection of the given field
lines crossed.

Ion accelerations often occurred due to the dispersion of phase-
steepened Alfvén wave and/or through shock drift acceleration or
diffusion shock acceleration when they crossed an RD or SS [49].
Thus, the reverse ‘‘U” type structure in the low-energy ionospheric
ions seen by THEMIS-E suggests that these ions were step-like
accelerated by the boundaries within the reconnection layer, when
the THEMIS-E crossed the separatrix, RD and SS on the magneto-
spheric side and the SS on the magnetosheath side, respectively
(Fig. 4). The energy of the ions also seems step-like decrease when
the spacecraft moved back and crossed these boundaries again to
the magnetosphere due to the sunward and northward motion of
the reconnection layer (schematic shown in Fig. 4). Although the
3 s time resolution of the THEMIS data may trend to make the
ion spectrum looks stepped, it still can clearly show that the accel-
erations associated with the boundaries within the reconnection
layer make the ion energy sharply increase in a very short time
interval.

To escape the magnetosphere, ions must reach beyond the tail
reconnection site before the re-closure of magnetic field lines (as
for the red trajectory in Fig. 5). These ions will not receive as much
(or any) of the Coriolis acceleration experienced by ions rising from
the low-altitude cleft ion fountain source [50–52]. They are likely
to be accelerated if the field line catches them up due to increased
Alfvén speed at the magnetopause with increasingly negative X.
The combined data clearly demonstrate a path for ionospheric
plasma, collected in the outer plasmasphere, to enter into acceler-
ated flow along the magnetopause driven by magnetic reconnec-
tion. All ion species in this region would have the velocity VL of
100 km s�1 near along the field line, but is this adequate for
escape? The data on this day provide an estimate of how long
the field lines remain open. At ionospheric heights, the ionization
tongue breaks up into polar cap patches and the TEC maps allow
us to follow their evolution [53,54]. It has been shown [53,54] that
patches only escape the nightside polar cap and move onto
sunward-convecting closed field lines when the field lines are
reclosed in the tail. On the day studied here, as shown in Zhang
et al. [53], this yields at least 2 h before open field lines are
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reclosed. By then, if the accelerated ionospheric ions keep their
velocity and move along the field lines, they would have moved
at least 113 RE ð100� 2� 3600=6370 � 113REÞ, placing them at
X < �93 RE down the tail (allowing for 20RE around the dayside
magnetopause). Most estimates of even distant reconnection sites
are at X >> �90 RE. It is therefore almost certain that the iono-
spheric ions seen here reaching the dayside magnetopause and
being accelerated by reconnection did escape the magnetosphere.
Thus, detached plasmaspheric plasma reaching a dayside magne-
topause reconnection site would be very efficient at expelling large
fluxes of ionospheric plasma into interplanetary space (schematic
shown in Fig. 5), if these plasmas gain enough energy (accelera-
tion) and keep their velocity moving along the field lines. Because
the GPS observations used here are routinely available, this opens
up a genuine possibility of monitoring the loss of atmospheric
material via this mechanism on a continuous basis and studying
its variations with season and solar wind conditions.
4. Conclusions

Cold ions of plasmaspheric plume have been observed both in
the projected GPS TEC data and in the in situ plasma data from
THEMIS satellite near the dayside magnetopause. THEMIS-E par-
tially crossed a reconnection layer near the subsolar magnetopause
and clearly observed step-like accelerating processes of these cold
ions. The observations suggest that the inflow cold ions may be
separately accelerated by the rotation discontinuity (or Alfvén
wave) and slow shock inside the reconnection layer.
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